
 

Team Name, Concept Name, Team Lead Name: 

Mining Awareness Team     /      Virtual Mining Museum ÑAWPAC       /     Carlos Alonso López Mendoza. 

In a few words, describe the general idea of your concept (game/social media/signs/book, etc.)  

ÑAWPAQ is a virtual mining museum whose purpose is to create a culture of awareness and show real information about 4 
thematic axes that are: mining and environment, mining operations, importance of mining in our lives and history of mining, where 
You can take a virtual tour exploring through short videos, infographics and mineral samples, the link of the museum will be shared 
by different social networks of this there will be a great reach and impact, there will also be a question and answer section as well 
they will answer many questions to many people for a new way of looking at mining.  

In a brief paragraph, describe your concept and how it will change the public’s perception of mining. 

The ÑAWPAQ Project is a virtual museum where people will find information about mining and its importance just one click away, 
the idea is to show an informative and dynamic space, when you visit the virtual museum you will find 4 rooms one for each 
thematic axis, the information will be arranged with short videos, infographics, information tables and mineral samples, the link 
of the museum will be shared through different social networks to have a global reach, this project will change the perception of 
mining because the People will have real information on the 4 thematic axes, in this way they will know how to identify the benefits 
of formal mining compared to informal and illegal mining, there will also be a question and answer section so there will be a direct 
dialogue with interested people answering all their questions. doubts about mining and changing your perception. 

 In a few words, describe your intended audience 

In Peru, 27 million Peruvians are users of different social networks. This is equivalent to 81.4% of the total population. Based on 

these statistics, our target audience is all global users of different social networks whose opinion about mining has been negatively 

influenced by misinformation, this includes schools, colleges, community authorities, the media and the general public.  Since the 

information is attractive and clear and allows to interact and answer different questions, we aim to reach people who do not have 

knowledge and opinions of formal mining and those with perceptions and opinions already formed.  

How far reaching do you envision your concept, that is, how many people and at what age ranges do you think your concept will 
reach?  

The scope that the project will have will be in the range of the following ages: 
• Children (5-14 years old): Who would generally visit the museum since it would include animated and funny videos for this age 

and in this way it would be instilling positive thinking about mining.  

• Young people and adults (> 14 years old): the virtual museum can offer young people and adults an enriching, motivating 

experience and generate a dialogue that can be shared promoting Discovery.  

Please show a general breakdown and total projected cost of your project, if it were to be noticed or sponsored. 

The estimated costs are: $ 1800 in the 3D modeling of the rooms of the four thematic axes, in addition $ 500 would be spent in 
the creation of content such as 60 infographics, 15 videos; $ 500 programming and structuring of the museum in Unity or Unreal 
Engine, $ 450 domain and hosting of the website, $ 250 publication of network marketing ads, then the total with projection to a 
year is 3500 Also, it is good to mention that the short videos They will have access to YouTube, so some money can be recovered 
with the ads, the remaining, that is, 1500 dollars are projected for the implementation of two more thematic axes, as well as the 
updates and maintenance of the virtual museum page for subsequent years. 

 
Briefly please include any additional information you would like judges to know about your concept. 

In Peru, the greatest rejection of mining is given by the information projected by the media about the informal and illegal mining 

that takes place in the country, so when people hear the word (mining) they express a rejection because they think that all Mining 

in Peru does not comply with environmental regulations and does not contribute to the national GDP, in this sense ÑAWPAC aims 

to inform the real benefits of formal mining in an attractive and dynamic way and with a section for questions and answers and in 

this way The population will know how to identify the potential benefit of formal mining and change their perception, the scope 

of the project is wide and the impact it will have will be immediate.  


